SWALLOW

HORRIBLE HISTORIES
ROMANS AND ANGLO SAXONS
Term 3

Term 4

SCIENCE

Rocks
Compare and group together different kinds of rocks on the
basis of their appearance and simple physical properties
Describe in simple terms how fossils are formed when things
that have lived are trapped within rock
Recognise that soils are made from rocks and organic matter




GEOGRAPHY

Land use and Human Geography
Types of settlement and land use.
Economic activity including trade links and the distribution of
natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water.




Physical Geography
Understand and describe key aspects of: mountains, volcanoes
and earthquakes



HISTORY

Anglo Saxons

Romans
Life in Roman Britain
Roman invasion
Roman roads
Boudicca’s rebellion
Hadrian’s wall
Gods and Goddesses
Roman baths








ART

Anglo-Saxon invasions,
settlements and
kingdoms
Place names and village
life
Anglo-Saxon art and
culture






Mosaics
Roman pottery

DESIGN &
TECHNOLOGY



COMPUTING

Apply their understanding of
computing to program, monitor
and control their products.

2 Simple- Turtle


Use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work
with variables and various
forms of input and output.



Understand how key
events and individuals
in design and
technology have
helped shape the
world.
Logo-Branching data
select, use and
combine a variety of
software (including
internet services) on
a range of digital

devices to design and
create a range of
programs, systems
and content that
accomplish given
goals, including
collecting, analysing,
evaluating and
presenting data and
information
PSHE


Growth Mindset
Resilience, perseverance and
challenge. What are they?

Living in the Wider World-Money





What is money?
Earning money
Affording to buy
Taxes, VAT, National insurance

Going for goals



Healthy lifestyles-Healthy
eating





R.E.
P.E.

Dance- Interpretive dance linked to
‘Extreme Earth’
Health related exercise

Setting a goal
Steps to reach a
target

Healthy eating
How bacteria and
viruses can affect
health
Informed choices to
achieve a balanced
lifestyle

Tri Golf
Badminton

FRENCH
MUSIC
Charanga

ENGLISH

Escape from Pompeii
-Character description
-Developing plot in narrative
-Fronted adverbials
Orchard Book of Roman Myths
-Features of myths

How to Train your dragon
-Use of speech
-Speech, action and dialogue
Non-Fiction
-How to trap a dragon
instructions

MATHS

-writing their own myths

-Explanation/NonChronological report on a
volcano
Poetry: Rhyming poetry

Roman numerals

Equivalent fractions

Telling the time including on a Roman
Numeral clock

Ordering fractions

Area and Perimeter
Methods of column subtraction
Fractions of shapes and numbers

Temperature
Negative numbers
Multiplication and division
methods

2D and 3D shapes

EXPERIENCES

Spring concert
Bristol Library trip

Possible trip
HUGL

